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1. Purpose 

The Customer Experience (CX), a concept introduced by Holbrook and Hirschman in            

1982, has accumulated more and more importance over the years both in institutions or              

scholars researchers and in business. Just look at the sharp increase in articles published on               

the topic (about 50 articles in the 2010s and about 200 articles in the 2020s), or the high                  

number of reports and white papers shared by consulting companies (such as McKinsey,             

Gartner, etc.). 

The CX introduces an experiential perspective of customers behaviour over the           

traditional one (Klaus, 2014), in line with the conceptualization of paradigms such as “S-D              

logic”. This perspective considers the role of emotions and feeling of customers in making              

their decisions, analyzing every point of contact at which different actors interact with each              

other and the degree of engagement between them (Verhoef et al., 2009; Maklan and Klaus,               

2011; Bagdare, 2015; Kranzbühler et al., 2018; Manthiou et al., 2020). It is clear that this                

topic appears to be of fundamental importance also for the retail field, as contemporary              

retailing has evolved their exchange process trying to deliver a joyful shopping experience             

(Verhoef et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2010; Jin and Sternquist, 2004). The results are an                

improvement in customer satisfaction and loyalty (e.g. Baron et al., 2001) and a significant              

impact on retail sales (e.g. Bagdare and Jain, 2013). 

In addiction, companies have to face continuous technological improvement, a radical           

change in consumer behavior and with the logic underlying the relationship with the             



company (e.g. Elmuti and Kathawala, 1997; Agnihothri et al., 2002; Ostrom et al., 2010;              

Zaki, 2019). Indeed, recent studies open to the introduction of new technologies, and in              

particular highlighting the importance of Artificial Intelligence (AI), considered as the new            

paradigm for customer experience management in next-generation networks (Bolton et al.,           

2018; Gacanin and Wagner, 2019; Hoyer et al., 2020; Ameen et al., 2021). AI has several                

benefits as it allows to provide a customized experience through recommendations and            

promotions based on customers’ preferences and behavioural data (Solis, 2017), to automate            

decisions without the need for human input (Bolton et al., 2018), to process and transform               

data into information (Paschen et al., 2019), and so on. Practically, it allows companies to               

sustain pushing requests and, at the same time, to increase expectations from customers thus              

achieving a potentially better customer experience (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016; Huang and            

Rust, 2018; Evans, 2019). 

A tool strictly related to Artificial Intelligence are chatbots, intelligent computer           

programs designed to interact automatically with people by exactly emulating a human            

conversation (McTear et al., 2016; Shawar and Atwell, 2007). Scholars usually identify            

chatbots as an opportunity to improve customer experience in retailing, in particular as a              

touchpoint along the customer journey (Baxendale et al., 2015), focusing on the management             

of routinary actions (Sheehan et al., 2020), the personalization of services (Chung et al.,              

2018), the user engagement (Schuetzler et al., 2000), and therefore minimizing the distance             

between customers’ expectations and companies’ performance (Pantano and Pizzi, 2020).  

Anyway, chatbots have been investigated in different disciplines including         

information systems (Groom et al., 2009), human computer interactions (Qiu and Benbasat,            

2009) and only more recently in marketing and service research (Riikkinen et al., 2018).              

Therefore, it is evident how previous studies have mainly focused on the use of this               

technological tool from a technical and organisational perspective leading to a lack of             

research in how companies and customers perceive them in their customer experiences.            

Indeed, just as analyzed by Ameen et al. (2021), who identifies critical success factors of               

AI-enabled customer experiences from the perspective of consumers, and suggested by the            

same authors, future studies should consider how each of AI-enabled customer experiences            

success factors can and should be implemented within a retail organisation. 

Hence, this research aspires to satisfy two complementary perspectives in the retail            

business: (i) on the one hand it intends to take the perspective of companies analyzing how                

AI technologies, and in particular chatbots, enable services and impact on companies            

customer experience design; (ii) on the other the perspective of customers analyzing how the              



use of chatbots effectively impacts on their perceptions. The aim of this research can be               

summarized in an exploration of challenges and opportunities in the retail business from a              

double perspective: companies and customers. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Considering the breadth of the reference framework, it was decided to consider            

literatures regarding two main themes, competing with each other, but at the same time              

different: Digital Customer Experience and Chatbots. The motivation is to consider the entire             

literature on Customer Experience both before and after the introduction of Artificial            

Intelligence and in particular of Chatbots, so pre and post digital. Both reviews were carried               

out through a systematic review; details on queries and criteria as detailed in the next two                

sub-sections. 

 

2.1. Customer experience and digital customer experience 

The analysis for the identification, assessment and monitoring of published work           

(Small, 1973) related to the changing in the customer experience as result of a digital               

transformation process was conducted through a systematic review of literature. This           

approach makes the review process clear and easy to replicate, and therefore objective (Fisch              

and Block, 2018; Clark et al., 2020). The literature of reference was identified in that relating                

to business, management and economics studies, while the resources were selected through            

the query “customer experience*”, and further filtered in relation with the queries “digital*”,             

“innovati*”, “technolog*” in any field of database. The database chosen is Web of Science              

(WoS), widely used among scholars in business studies due to its broadness of research              

scope, as shared by other scholars adopting it (Kilubi and Haasis, 2015). As a result, a first                 

set of 1,165 contributions on customer experience led to 71 journal articles on digital              

customer experience, in a time span from 2010 to 2021, with 2020 as the year with most                 

publications (27 articles). During the analysis of these articles the list of references and the               

literature reviews did not offer other contributions to be added to the initial dataset, thus               

confirming the appropriateness of the queries used in the selection through WoS. 

The Customer Experience (CX), originates from a series of interactions between a            

customer and a service provider (Gentile et al., 2007), does not appear in these words as a                 

central idea of business until first studies of the 2010s, but it is possible to identify the                 

existence of this concept also in the previous articles relating to the concept of experience. 



The studies on CX, as suggested by Sindhu and Bharti (2020), can be better              

differentiated in various consequential and overlapping phases, starting with the phase of            

conceptualization ranging from 1957 to 1990 years that have as main contribution the articles              

of Parsons (1934) and Keynes (1936), passing through the practice phase ranging from 1991              

to 2006 years with Verhoef et al. (2009) that emphasize the process and the practice of the                 

CX in a retail context, until the more recently phase of management starting in the 2007 years                 

until now. In this general framework it is possible to frame the digital transformation process               

and the introduction of new technologies, including artificial intelligence, machine learning           

and deep learning (Parise et al., 2016; Ameen et al., 2021). The introduction of artificial               

intelligence (AI) in business has the potential to revolutionise the interaction between firms             

and customers (McLean and Osei-Frimpong, 2019). More specifically, AI has the potential to             

continually improve the customer experience (Newman, 2019; Neuhofer et al., 2020) in            

conjunction with other technologies, such as augmented reality, chatbots, and so on            

(Baxendale et al., 2015; Pizzi et al., 2020). 

 

2.2. Chatbot in the business studies 

The systematic analysis of the literature made to explore the theorizations of chatbots             

in business, management or economics literature - in line with criteria above - and              

alternatively looking for the following terms: “chatbot*”, “chatterbot*”, “conversational         

agent*”, “virtual agent*”, “virtual assistant*”, “digital agent*” or “digital assistant*”. As a            

result, from 2012 up to date, there were 124 articles collected. All these studies were               

scrutinized and classified following a chronological sequence and trying to categorize the            

different types of conversational instruments referring to the chatbot. 

Chatbots are computer programs that interact with users using natural languages           

(Maudlin, 1994; Shawar and Atwell, 2007; Dale, 2016). However since its first introduction             

this technology has been recognized in literature under different terms shaping the            

interactions with customers (Xiao and Kumar, 2021). These terms include “virtual           

assistants”, “digital assistants”, “conversational agents”, “chatterbots” or “natural dialog         

systems” amongst others (e.g. Bibault et al., 2019; Dale, 2016; Shawar and Atwell, 2007;              

Tavanapour et al., 2019). 

These chatbots are stated to facilitate various business processes, particularly those           

related to customer service and personalization, because of their accessibility, fairly low cost,             

and ease of use for the end consumers (Przegalinska et al., 2019), and therefore to minimize                



the distance between customers’ expectations and agents’ performance (Pantano and Pizzi,           

2020). Some studies adopted the focus on routinary actions and self-service technologies, as             

the automation is increasingly becoming of primary importance in retailing and, more            

generally, in the service domain, to improve the efficiency of quite standardized activities             

that carry out a specific set of customer needs (Sheehan et al., 2020). As a consequence, they                 

are useful for exchanging direct question-answer, rather than for understanding users’           

sentences and how the relationship evolves (Chakrabarti and Luger, 2015).  

The developments in deep learning and machine learning joining the classical NLP,            

the major technology for the deliberative module contained in the chatbot, point the             

researchers attention on how these new technologies can change the way chatbot is developed              

and how they can be used in new and varied service applications. The goal is to make the                  

interaction between computers and humans feel exactly like human-to-human interaction          

(Kietzmann et al., 2018). The AI technologies can easily simulate human conversations and             

provide more realistic experiences (Lai, 2000; Hill et al., 2015; Mou and Xu, 2017), learning               

from previous conversations and continuously adapting their actions from what has been            

learned (Xu et al., 2017). Studies on Intelligent System Assistance (ISA) offer just evidence              

on how these technologies influence decision-making by using emotional associations, social           

effects, or other methods to affect customer choices (Murray and Häubl, 2009; Burr et al.,               

2018). ISAs learn the personality traits of individual users from their behavioral signals and              

this information can then be used to match the marketing offering to consumers’ preferences              

at the appropriate moment (Matz and Netzer, 2017). 

 

3. Methodology 

After framing the reference literature through a careful analysis of contributions           

through a systematic literature review, this research proposes to adopt a qualitative approach             

to the analysis of the phenomenon, often used in social and business studies as suggested               

from the study of Cassell et al. (2006). In particular, a qualitative research is preferable for                

exploratory research as considering the breadth, novelty and complexity of the topic, in             

which a research moves for the first time (Bryman, 2016). Differently, with the choice of               

quantitative research, many social and cultural aspects could be lost or treated superficially             

due to its inherent feature of generalization (Myers, 2019). In this case, the qualitative choice               

prevails as it allows hidden results to emerge, which cannot be predetermined a priori.              

Similarly, other authors believe that qualitative research is the best choice to tackle             



exploratory research, as in the case of Parise et al. (2016) that explore how companies are                

leveraging digital technologies to transform the customer experience through several          

interviews, or even Pantano and Vannucci (2019) that conduct qualitative research to explore             

the technological challenge in terms of technology diffusion. 

In order to respect the chosen methodology and the perspectives resulting from the             

literature review, a distinction is made between different applications of qualitative research.            

At first, in adopting the business perspective, it was decided to conduct a series of               

semi-structured interviews in order to avoid limiting the response of the people interviewing.             

This choice is made as the questions are made within the frame of the results deriving from                 

the previous analysis of the literature, but with the possibility for the interviewer to ask               

further questions coming from the interview itself (Bryman, 2016). It is believed, as claimed              

by Mason (2010), that interviews will be carried out until sample saturation is reached, i.e.               

until nothing new appears in the interviews carried out. Instead, later, in adopting the              

consumer’s perspective, it was decided to conduct a collection and a qualitative analysis of              

texts and documents from online multiple sources as company reports, reviews and social             

comments. In this case, however, the analysis is conducted until the triangulation of the data               

emerging from the different sources is confirmed with a certain degree of confidence in the               

consumer analysis. 

 

4. Expected results 

This research proposes new opportunities for service studies, and sheds new light on             

service activities for practitioners. In line with the chosen methodology, the initial analysis             

was based on the study of the literature and on the exploration of business cases in the retail                  

context. In this way, a wider perspective first concerned the analysis of 10 technologies              

providers based on the reports from Gartner and Forrester and then the analysis of the firms                

implementing chatbots provided by these technology providers. The preliminary findings          

show that chatbots enacted value propositions by enabling three main aspects:           

information-based value propositions, content-enhanced value proposition and actor’s        

integrated value proposition (Russo Spena et al., 2021). In fact, chatbots support companies             

in dealing with enriched information in real time and in a personalized way, or even in                

offering not only a product or service, an experience based on the user's own choices, all                

integrated across different platforms. This is just a useful starting point to define the right               

questions for the following semi-structured interviews. 



The results that are expected to be obtained are based on the idea that chatbots               

contribute to the improvement of both firms and customer experience, and therefore the             

double perspective. Anyway the aim is not only to confirm this idea but, as previously               

mentioned, also to understand how it impacts on them. 
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